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Spanish and U.S. Attitudes Toward Labor

The inferior position of labor derives in part
from the disrespect with which Spanish culture
regarded those who worked with their hands. The
lie of division in Spanish society was drawn be-

tween those who worked upon the land and those
who owned the land. The ambitious man sought
to rise above the need to do manual labor for his

livelihood. Bruno Lasker delineates the social
system of the Hispanic Philppines:

, . . in the Philppines, anyone whom industry, thrift,
or luck had placed in possession of money almost invariably invested it in land and thus changed his so-

rose from his lower social rank by reason of good
luck or fate. Hard work was not thought of as :a
means for improving one's social status. Rather,

labor was the lot which fell to a man by reason of
his lower station in society.

The American attitude toward manual work
was a move in the opposite direction. The early
American administrators of the Philppines saw
work as a necessary and a valuable contribution
to the well-being of society. The teachers who,
came in the first decade of the 1900's introduced

industrial training to the classroom. Through in,

dustrial training it was expected that the children

cial status. To engage in any kind of physical labor

of the Philppines might learn to be industrious

would have held down his sodal position. The process
of industrialization thus was greatly handicapped not
only by the export of potential capital, but also by the
absence of a class of manual workers who, when successful, would invest their savings in technical training

and at the same time earn extra money while at.,
tending schooL. A Teacher's Magazine in 1913 car-

people's attitude toward this program of industrial'

for themselves or their

training. One teacher, Santiago Bautista, wrote:

children and thus build :irom

the ground up enterprises of growing complexity. Instead, the successful man became an ilustrado whose

son, if of a progressive frame of mind, might prepare
himself for a career of industrial management or

teaching, but always with a view to functioning in the
office or the classroom, never in the shop'!

Social mobilty, which is the moving from one
class to another, was limited within stratified
Spanish-Filipino society. Within this society a man

ried articles written by Filipino teachers on the

WHAT THE PEOPLE THINK OF OUF
INDUSTRIAL WORK
The people think that indust:ial training is one of
the most beneficial things that the school can imparlt
to the children. They say that during Spanish sovereignty in'the Philppines, the students regarded work

as dishonor, but now, through the industrial work thestudents are taught that to work is a great honor.

They SaY that by means of it the children are trainedi'
to be good workers. Before, in the town, no one knew

1 Quoted by Hunt, Chester in Sociology in the Philppine
Settig, Hunt, Coller, et al., Alemar's Manila, 1954, p. 330 ff,
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how to make hats out of buri leaves and fibers, bui;.
now the boys are using buri hats which they make them_
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:' :selves. Antonio's father said that Antonio forme:ily

Problems in Economic Development

spent his time at home in playing, but now he weaves

. bats and baskets and makes picture frames.

The aim of the Philippine government is to

The p:ireiits are very much pleD-sed to see that

raise the standard of living of the whole nation.

through the industrial work their children earn money.

In order to raise a nation's standard of living an

'Concepcion's mother said that her daugnter earned

of its resources must be usefully employed. Every

three pesos last year by sellng the handkerchiefs in the
:school. Victoriana's oldest sister said that Victoriana

makes good lace and that she has used her time in the

school to learn something through which she can get
money.

Some parents say that they would send their children to school if only to learn some kind of industrial
work.2

nation has these resources: its people, its land
and its capitaL. While not every person has land
or capital, every person has his labor to add to the
economic resources of the nation. A person's labor is as much a part of a nation's wealth as are

its land and its capitaL. When a man can find no
job or when he is

not full employed, his labor

capacity is wasted. Not only does he suffer but
But even with this avowed policy of industrial

training, the U.S. occupation of the Philppines
made little change in the overall attitudes of the
people toward labor. The professions, even though

they are over-crowded, are stil more sought after

than technical jobs. A young man would much
prefer an office job than a factory job even though
the factory job pays higher. This dislike of manu-

al labor has made it difficult to find the laborers
and skiled technicians necessary to insure the

steady growth of industry. The industrial devel.
. úpmcnt of the country depends, in part, upon a

changed attitude toward manual skils.

his country suffers as well. In the Philippines un-

employment and underemployment are two of the

nation's most persistent problems. In 1959 the
figure for unemployed and underemployed was
set at 1,793,000 out of a labor force of 9,709,000.

This poor use of labor is one of the reasons for

the prevailng poverty in underdeveloped lands.
In the farm areas the underemployment creates
a vicious circle. Since rice-growing uses the equi-

valent of only 75 eighLhour days a year, the
farmer's labor is only partly employed. Even with
two rice crops a year he is employed less than

2 Quoted by Pecson, Geronima T. and Racelis, Maria.

half the year. This accounts for the low yearly
income of the farmer. In 1959 the farming group,

TaXes of the American Teachers in the PhiIippines, Carmela
& Bó'mcrmann, Manila, 1959, p. 209. .

which makes up 56.9ro of the total labor force, re-
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ceived only 10% of the country's total income.

pUght of the tenant farmer is described by

When the farmer can not make ends meet, he cuts
his food budget to two inadequate meals a day.

Pelzer:
A characteristic feature of the kasama system is that

Further he withdraws his children from school so

the tenant has no funds and usually no rice for his family

they may help support the family. Thus the plight
of the farmer is perpetuated through his children,

a bugnos, or advance, from his landlord. This sum

at the beginning of the contract. He therefore receives.

varying from 25 to 125 pesos, usually bears no interest

The situation of the farmer has repercussions

but is returnable in money or in kind at the termina-

within the total economy of the country. The Phil-

tion of the contract. In addition, the tenant is given

ippines depends upon its rice crop to feed the
nation, Since 1915 Philippine rice production has

been insufficient for the nation's needs. When the
farmers of the Philppines are not able to provide

rice for the nation, the government buys rice from
overseas. When capital is spent outside the country to buy rice, the over-all standard of living of

the people is retarded, The country needs all its

available resources to achieve its program of eco-.
nomic development.

a weekly or monthly palay (unhusked rice) ration to.
keep him and his famiiy going. The palay received

up to the time of planting is usually paid back without
interest; whereas the rations delivered after the crop
is once planted are subject to high interest, and here

the door is open to usurious practices, which wil be
discussed later. The Kasama is completely in the hands
of the landowner, who has to support him until time
of harvest and thc Çtivision of the crop. Often the t.enants run so deeply in debt that they remain in debt
after the crop has been divided and they have turned'

over their share to the landlord in payment of their
loans. Thus, instead of being able to draw upon their

own rice during the off.season between February and
July, they must ask the landlord for new loans. in

The Farmer's Plight

But let us see the farmer's plight from

angle - that is, the poor rewards for his
Even when a mim works hard there is no assur.
ance that he wil receive just payment for his
labor, In the rural areas the tenant farmer is the

classic figure of one whose labor bears little fruit.
A combination of factors work together to keep

money 01' palay and fa.ll even more dceply into debt.n

Over against the discouraging picture of the
worker, is the more hopeful situation
of the growing class of industrial workers. The'
worker in industry receives more than three times
the income of his counterpart on the farm. This.
higher income is due in part to the greatei' rewards

the tenant tied to the soiL. The greatest single fac-

3 Karl Pelzer, "Pioneer Settlement in the Asiatic Tropics",

tor in his servitude is his continual indebtedness,

American Geographical Society Special Publication No. 29, 1945,..
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New York, p. 94,

